EXCEEDING PROJECT LIMITS WITH SYNCFUSION CONTROLS

—Bruce Van Horn, Visual Storage Intelligence

"We love your products, and we’re looking at adding more of your offerings in future releases."

BENEFITS

- Saved money and other resources.
- Able to add more features than originally planned.
- Added value, functionality, and features to product.

CHALLENGE & SOLUTION

Visual Storage Intelligence (VSI) provides online actionable intelligence for its clients, allowing them to more effectively manage their storage systems. VSI’s engineering team was working on the company’s app and found that time was short, money was limited, multi-platform support was critical, and the working version lacked crucial analytical features that VSI was striving to deliver to its growing customer base.

In need of some way to address these concerns, VSI turned to Syncfusion as a possible solution. Syncfusion’s JavaScript grid and tree view controls proved vital to reaching the app’s full potential. Not only were the features sufficient to meet VSI’s needs, they were so easy to implement that VSI was able to develop more features than had originally been planned. In addition to the controls, they were able to get full documentation, code samples, and custom patches, all at a price that was within the project budget.

With Syncfusion’s controls, VSI was able to raise the competitive bar and deliver a critically acclaimed, major new release on time and under budget, with enough time to spare to add more features. With Syncfusion’s help, VSI was able to create a more functional, valuable app.